SECOND SESSION OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT.

CORRIGENDUM TO VERBATIM REPORT OF FIFTH MEETING OF THE TARIFF AGREEMENT COMMITTEE (E/PC/T/TAC/PV/5).

The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Delegate of the United Kingdom:

Page 3
"Mr. R. J. Shackle (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, my impression is that there is no obligation at all on a delegation as to the line it will take in Havana. But, as Mr. Harold Wilson said in his speech at the Plenary, we should most definitely hope that the delegations which have taken part in the preparation of this Draft Charter will defend the basis of the text which has been reached. We certainly hope that that will happen, but I do not think that there is any question of an obligation on delegations to take a particular line. That is my point of view, but it is only a personal one".

Page 11
17th line: for "result" read "risk".
3rd line from foot of the page: after "might" insert "need to".

Page 14
6th line from foot of the page: delete "do agree" insert "feel".
4th line from foot of the page: for "but" substitute "and".
3rd line from foot of the page: delete comma after "parallel" and insert full stop. Begin a new sentence with "But".

Page 42
4th paragraph: amend the sentence beginning "They do not necessarily mean ......." down to "certain possibility of making it mean something?" as follows:-
"They do not necessarily mean everything or nothing - there surely is an intermediate field in the decisions of Governments where there is a measure of administrative discretion. Not

P.T.O.
everything that a Government does is
precisely determined by law, and surely
within their day-to-day administrative
decisions there exists scope for paying
regard to some stated general principles.
Well, if that is so, it does mean, does it
not, that there is a certain possibility of
making this Protocol mean something?"

Last paragraph: second line: delete "much"; for "another
Government" insert "some other Governments,"

fourth line: delete "a" insert "any serious";
delete "by" insert "of our"

1st line: after "this" insert "Protocol"